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The co-operatives are sole owners of the
buildings they build, while leasing the
land the buildings sit on from MW.

Møllendal West is set up as a trust
to manage this particular project.

Delegating funds
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The CLT is the land owner, and
residents on the land are
leaseholders.
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When Møllendal West has attracted
sufficient interest from potential
prospective residents, they are organised
into co-operatives.
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A co-operative can consist of 3-30
families in addition to independent
businesses and commercial actors who
are deemed appropriate in the context of
the co-operatives social image.

Professional:
ARCHITECT

ATIVE
ER

WHEN
Once a co-op is formed the collaborative
process initiates in a symbiotic
relationship with industry professional and
MW.

EXPERTS/ SPECIALISTS
PLANNERS

The co-operative structure allows
for phased development of the site
dependant on interest and participation.
This harnesses ongoing knowledge and
financial transfer throughout the course of
the project.

A PILOT PROJECT FOR EVALUATION
REGENERATION
A DYNAMIC COMMUNITY
LOCAL JOBS
RECREATIONAL AREAS

O U TP U T

The housing model facilitates for partial
financial input from Husbanken in order
to obtain the 15% equity capital needed
in order to take out a loan from a
local bank. MW will be the managing
financial party.
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Apply for and delegate funds
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Stakeholders:

Mollendal West is a pilot project
which, after completion and
evaluation, will expand its operations and change name to Bergen
Community Land Trust (Bergen
Kooperative Eiendomsfond).

RESPONSIBILITY:

E

BERGEN COMMUNNITY LAND
TRUST (Bergen Kooperative
Eiendomsfond)

AT
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The complexity involved in achieving
successful mixed-use neighbourhoods
must not be underestimated. The project
seeks to mediate between the private and
public sector in order to accommodate
for users with a variety of social
backgrounds, income and disadvantages
without segregating anyone qualitatively
or visually.

Møllendal West (MW) exists as a nonprofit umbrella organisation typically
represented by members from affiliated
co-ops (residents and commercial actors),
experts and stakeholders as well as other
community residents.
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ERATIV

The municipality as site owner is in a
unique position to explore not only the
visual and architectural language of
future buildings on site, but also how
these might be conceived within and
unconventional framework. By involving
prospective inhabitants in establishing
their new community – all the way from
concept design through to building and
completion – chances are that they
will feel committed to their new home
and actively take part in the long term
placemaking. When buying or building
a dwelling in Møllendal West or on a
similar community land trust owned site,
you do that not because you can pay the
most for a flat but because you want to
be a part of that particular community.

FUNDING

Population projection low - medium - high

The co-operatives are already formed
by prospective residents and community
organisations, and have the role of the
developer, thus they will not compete
on the open market for buyers of the
homes they build. This will also mitigate
buy-to-let investors and thus contribute to
the stability of the communities that are
established by the cop-ops.
The CLT is the land owner, and residents
on the land are leaseholders. This means
that the land will always be in the
possession of an organisation working for
the communities.

KR

PLOTS

TIVE
RA

The equity capital requirements for home
loans were increased from 10% to 15%
in 2012, making it difficult for people
with limited resources and families in
the establishing face to buy a home.
The housing model facilitates for partial
financial input from Husbanken in order
to obtain the 15% equity capital needed
in order to take out a loan from a local
bank.
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fee. In return, the housing association
will offer its members a home in one of
6
their developments, usually a block of
flats. These developments are organised
Key concepts explored
as subsidiaries and are referred to as
housing co-operatives. A member offered
•
Investor purchase constraints
a home in a one of these housing co•
Homes for sale with discounted
operative will become shareholder of
prices
this particular co-op. The basic structure
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“Shared ownership” home
of a co-operative is what fundamentally
supply
increase
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housing units.
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Use Møllendal as a testing
We seek to shed new light on the
ground
for
designing and developing
1%
Other
traditional Norwegian co-operative
a mixed-use project with substantial
housing movement by proposing an
involvement and input from the users
amalgamation of the co-op and the
•
Encourage people to engage
crowdfunding concept.
with architecture on a micro level in a
collective effort to make change on a
larger scale
5
•
Establish a flexible and
repeatable housing model for groups of
Why will this model work
people building together as co-operatives
•
Provide individuals and families
As a model, it builds on experience
with a chance to acquire their own home
and precedents from USA, England,
at affordable rates
Canada and Germany, where similar
initiatives have proven to enhance local
economies, build sustainable communities
and contribute to demographic diversity
and integration of vulnerable groups. In
Berlin the self-build concept is an integral
part of the building industry, with 1 in 10
new homes being built by co-operatives.
Norwegian architects Eriksen Skajaa
(winners of Europan 2010) are also
currently implementing a co-housing
model which includes a public bath
in Hauskvartalet in Oslo, which they
describe as ‘an examination of how to
develop housing with a high degree of
participation.’
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CITY WIDE REGENERATION
DYNAMIC COMMUNITiES
LOCAL JOBS
RECREATIONAL AREAS
CONTRIBUTE TO MEET HOUSING DEMAND

FROM PILOT PROJECT TO REGIONAL
IMPLEMENTATION
The community land trust model differs
from the traditional Housing Association
in the sense that the Land Trust only owns
and manages sites, while letting the cooperatives take on the responsibility of
the developer. Consequently, if the self
build concept proves to be popular with
home-buyers in Bergen, a geographic
expansion of the Land Trust’s operations is
feasible.
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Social and demographic context
Living standard surveys give an
understanding of the project’s social
context and reveal underlying issues in
the area. The four different indicators
illustrated in the following diagrams are
chosen because of their relevance to the
housing and community aspects of this
particular scheme.
In general, Møllendal (which forms part
of Kronstad living standard zone) scores
average on most of the indicators in
the report. Situated adjacent to the city
centre, Møllendal is sometimes referred to
as “Bergen’s back-yard” and might pick
up on some of the challenges associated
with this label: the relative high level of
crime in the area might be considered
one such challenge. Potentially, it
highlights a lack of local recreational
activities and community programmes,

which in turn may explain why many
families with children choose to relocate
from the area. This indicator is especially
interesting and there is a possible
correlation between the two in that the
type of housing available in the area is
not desirable for this demographic. The
relatively high concentration of social
housing will naturally impact the median
income of Kronstad, whilst revealing
something about the type and standard of
houses and dwellings in the area.

332 600

2.6

5.6 - 12.4

12
10.4
11.4 - 24.3

>16

367 600 -392 100

Diagrams are based on the report “living standard
and health in Bergen” published by Bergen
municipality in 2011.

Council housing

Median net income

Crime

Households with children moving to and from the area
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The adaptable city

The adaptable city: urban extension

The adaptable city: connectivity

Møllendal West, together with ongoing
development of Møllendal East and the
planned art academy, will establish a
new city quarter with the potential to
make explicit the advantages of urban
regeneration in a regional perspective.
Following is a set of key points we
have aspired to address throughout the
project in response to the notion of ‘the
adaptable city’:

Functions, activities and services associated with a thriving urban centre must
follow in the expansion of the current city
centre.

The quality of connectivity has
significantly increased after the
introduction of Bybanen (the light rail).
When Bybanen reaches Fyllingsdalen,
Møllendal will be able to take advantage
of a new Bybane stop near the art
academy, in addition to the Florida stop
and Danmarks Plass. Together with a
substantial bus network, proximity to the
city centre, a new waterfront promenade
and cycle lanes, Møllendal will be one of
the best connected areas of Bergen.

Møllendal West is just one of many
areas in the vicinity undergoing extensive
redevelopment. Møllendal West will,
together with Møllendal East and the
Kronstad region, constitute a new urban
nucleus as an extension of Bergen
Sentrum, providing private and public
sector services, education and housing in
a socially diverse setting, and will attract
inhabitants from all parts of the city who
will visit the parks, the almenning and the
new art academy.

A)
Resilience through flexibility:
The adaptable city must respond to
issues rising from how to maintain a
high standard of living in a dense urban
setting: how can we create environments
for people to use and enjoy all year
around so that they won’t need a second
home in the mountains or by the sea?

Connectivity in infrastructure is one
thing: easy access to social meeting
places, public services and amenities are
essential. In our proposal for Møllendal
West, the municipality will have the
opportunity to build a new community
facility with kindergarten which will act
as a social and cultural nucleus for the
whole of Kronstad.

20 min

B)
Diversity: The adaptable city
must challenge the notion of gentrification
which is segregating the population, and
must be designed around the occupying
demographic and encourage diversity in
its inhabitants and activities.

Primary/ secondary school
High school

C)
Density: The adaptable city must
confront the villa mentality and encourage
a change of lifestyle and living standards.

Major workplace
Recreational facilities

BYSTRANDEN (CITY BEACH)

FUTURE ART ACADEMY

MØLLENDAL WEST
Møllendalsveien
WATERFRO
N

T PROMEN
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ENTRE

STUDENT HOUSING

TO

HA
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ELA

ND

Increase in outdoor space and personal land.
Decrease in efficiency of town/ city
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From sub-urban to urban living
Although Bergen municipality curtail
urban sprawl by encouraging greater
urban consolidation and higher
residential development, there are many
challenges associated with increased
density, and the subject remains
controversial with developers, local
authorities and the public. Overcrowding,
poor management, pressure on parking
space and the perception that more
people living in a certain amount of
space inevitably reduce the quality of
life for existing residents are just some of
the concerns that modern high density
schemes must address.
All of these issues are less perceptible
in low density settlements dominated by
detached and semi-detached housing.
Here people are presented with a greater
choice of living locality, often more
affordable; they may enjoy the added
value of private gardens providing space
ideal for raising families and private and
secure parking.
More subtle questions arise around the
ease with which flat dwellers can do
practical things, such as dry clothes,
store cycles, wash the car and keep pets:
these trivial activities are just as important
to keep in mind when designing
neighbourhoods.
Essentially, we must ask ourselves; how
can we make high density living as
attractive as low density living?
How can we provide spacious living

environments, with clean air and private
green space, offering sufficient sense of
privacy in a dense setting?
Analysis of successful urban and
suburban medium density and high
density residential schemes has informed
the way we seek to answer the above
questions, and ultimately evolve around
the idea of equipping flats with features
that are adequate compensation for not
living in a well-designed house. These
include:

Increase in Quality of Life ?
URBAN

•
A balcony that is large enough
for the whole household to use for meals
and that gets direct sunlight at some time
over the day
•
One extra living space – to
make up for the lack of a garden,
somewhere for teenagers to hang out

FRINGE

•
Secure and unthreatening
storage at ground level, large enough for
buggies and rarely used bulky items
•

Secure cycle storage

•
Secure facilities for parcel and
mail deliveries
•

Good sound insulation

•
Making the best use of living
space through open plans

SUB-URBAN

The key must be to equip
flats with features that are
adequate compensation for
not living in a well-designed
house.
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Kit of Parts

Step 1 - Defined Parameters

Although the proposed architecture in theory
is a hypothetical outcome of applying the
model to this brief and site, there is a certain
character we aim to convey in order to
contextualise the project.

This first broad step lays out the rudiments
of the site - massing, structural and servicing
strategies - and integrates local experts to
the scheme.

At the outset of work; a set of parameters
are defined. These are identified by
Møllendal West as a rationalised collation
of ideas from all sides of the table - the
site architect, municipality delegates,
co-operative and community speakers
and other stakeholders - with the aim of
expressing the interests of all active parties.
These parameters prescribe a Kit of Parts as
a tool to direct future site strategies.
The Kit of Parts is approached as a refining
process driven initially by sensible conditions
for a community, then characterising a
co-operative group and culminating in a
flexible flat that can be adapted to suit the
needs of the individual.

The concept is to identify a flexible
framework.
Community, Culture and Kindergarten
Given the proximity of site to Bergen’s
city centre it would be convenient to
accommodate community and leisure
spaces for residents of Møllendal West
within the plan, negating the need for
public or private transportation to facilitate
a day excursion. For this reason, all
residential units on the site hug a community
hub and main urban square that is also
in direct communication with the Store
Lungegårdsvann and waterfront parks. The
location of the square drives activity into the
heart of the community allowing it to act as
an intentional or unintentional capstone for
those passing by.
The kindergarten seeps into both this activity
space and the waterfront parks parallel to
it, offering young children a direct front to
nature and their parents an adjoining social
arena.
Retail and Business
The area’s topography suggests a splaying
approach be taken that blends the border of
site with the water. Such a movement would,
however, create a back of house facing the
street and shutting off any relationship with
the existing halls of residence. A successful
scheme should aim to be inclusive and not
exclude its context; by placing the retail
main retail focus at the South-East of site,
the area - potentially a grocery or local
convenience store - actively fronts both the
Møllendal West residents and the student
community.

If parking space is to be provided on site,
its provision often limits density itself, as
the development budget, or indeed the
site capacity, is used up. We believe the
municipality’s parking space requirements
are overly generous and do not correspond
with the ambition of encouraging use
of alternative/ public transport, thus
compromising the fundamental concept of
densification and urban dwelling. In line
with the overall proposed model – and as a
way of materialising the notion of Møllendal
West as a catalyst for change – we want
prospective residents to take part in setting
new standards for parking, and agreeing
to implement solutions which in turn may
reduce car dependency such as: Car
pooling and utilising LRT, bikes and buses.
Buffer Zone and Open Spaces
The aforementioned main urban square
is the heart of the site, supported by a
hierarchy of more secluded residential
pockets and a green buffer zone sheltering
the site from the road and fragmenting the
buildings’ façades towards the cemetery.
Passing Through
Important routes must permit travel through
the length of the site and across to connect
the bridge with the cemetery and scenic
sloping landscape. The path becomes a
high street connecting the retail quarters with
the waterfront, with a network of varying
streets fanning from this.
Plots
What is left can be rationally carved into
plots, based on the above components
and a grid following a path 45° offset from
the North-South axis - optimal for sunlight
pervasion into streets and squares.
Character
Adopt a modern emulation of Bergen’s
architectural language to streets and
frontages to form buildings shells and public
corridors with character.

Community + Kindergarten

Main Square

Wrapped by the residential
quarters and fronting parks, the
bay & the river

The urban public space

Green Pockets

18,950m2

E

W
Retail

Fill to the site boundary
for maximum potential
FAR

Serving both Møllendal West
and the Halls of Residence

Buffer Zone
A green shield from the road

SITE

SEPARATE PROGRAMME

Harmonise site with context
Compose roofscape in response
to sunpath whilst adding private
green spaces

Set a grid 45° relative to
North - South for optimal
lighting in streets and
squares

Semi-secluded breakout spaces

Visual and physical passage along
site to park. Access across site from
bridge to cemetery grounds

EXTERNAL SPACES

CONNECTIONS

Rationalising of remaining
volumes to form realistic
residential plots

DEFINE PLOTS

GRID AND SUN

CHARACTER
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Step 2 - Characterful Co-ops
Within the parameters of the set out
streetscapes and plot shells; co-ops coalesce
and identify motives for their unique plot to
present to the public realm. This includes
elements that can be altered without
changing the rhythm and permeability of an
elevation. All elements will be determined in
collaboration with specialists.
Variations in plot volumes will result in
varying co-op sizes, which will in turn affect
the decision-making process resulting in
increased variation across the site.
Cores are allocated to plots in Step 1 along
with the shells.
Facades
Buildings’ facade materials and sizing can
be manipulated so long as they correspond
with the outline structural or elevational grid
set out at Step 1. Similarly, apertures should
form a consistent rationale.
Roofscape
Rooftop gardens and allotments are
highlighted following Step 1; within the
remaining roofed-spaces, roofscapes can be
treated similarly to facades with 3 pitches
available.

The Self-Motivated

35-70

The Self-Motivated Individual enjoys their own
space as well as helping around town. Being active
in community enterprises allows for involvement
and integration into local cooperative movements,
which can be accommodated in venture spaces and
project/workshops. Likely to promote and support
local trade/ business. The Self-Motivated Individual
is a key proponent of a collaborative community.
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Step 3 - Inhabitation
These diagrams assess the living standards
of potential site inhabitants. As cities
grow progressively diverse, successful
housing schemes must be capable of
accommodating a variety of living habits.
The aim of Step 3 is to construct buildings
uniquely relevant for those living within them.
Wall Layouts
After confirming dwelling numbers an
individual or family chooses a unit size
based on affordability and preference.
All units are set out on a standard grid,
shown to the right, with variations for living
spaces and bedrooms. The options shown
represent only a few examples of potential
configurations.
The layout of cores and primary structural
walls means that internal partitions remain
fairly flexible.
Where you position your window to suffuse
light and amplify your living space, we’ll
help you with; what you do in that space, is
up to you.
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Personal, Affordable Living Spaces
in Møllendal West
The model presents not only a solution for
affordable housing in one of the country’s
wealthiest cities; it allows users a unique
opportunity to collaborate with professionals
and identify within a community of likeminded people, propagating a vision of
prolonged integration and unity across all
ages and vocations.

The Live/Worker

25-60

The Live/ Worker spends most of their time around
the house, and enjoys a cohesion between office
and living quarters. Highly receptive to comfort
of living and appreciates convenient breakout/
recreational spaces as well as adjacencies to
networked organisations for exchange with larger
community. The Live/Worker is a key client for the
mixed-use nature of MW.

The Professional

25-60

The Professional is a skilled worker with ambition
and routine. Their days are structured and life
and work are often distinct. At home they benefit
from reliable local conveniences such as: Gyms,
coffee shops, newsagents, supermarkets, etc. For
work; readily available infrastructure is particularly
important. Møllendal West isn’t particularly relevant
for The Professional.

The Young Family

0-7/28-40

The Young Family are constructing their lives, and
are setting their first steps on the property ladder.
Childcare is paramount; local parks/ play spaces
and a nursery promote parent-child relationships
whilst permitting time for parents’ lives. Open
spaces are essential for nurturing of the growing
process and family gatherings. Young Families are a
key client for MW.

